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The Telin Insights Webinar discussion on November, 12th 2020 provided
on how we should act with on these insights.
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Demand has continued to surge on a global
basis, driven by end user demand as well as
B2B demand from the accelerating cloud
business. As Chris Hampartsoumian, Cloud
Customer Solution Engineer at Google noted,
“Just in our Q3 numbers, the growth of cloud
has been huge across all the cloud providers,
Google included, at 45% in the last quarter
over the previous year.”

At the same time, demand is increasingly global. For example, video consumption used to
is distributed all over the world, with huge amounts of data moving around. With such
drivers at work, investment and partnerships are expected to keep increasing in order to
achieve global connectivity.
However, 2020 has brought two big challenges:
COVID-19 and geopolitics. COVID-19 not only
accelerated massive demand but also caused
issues on the manufacturing and building sites
resulting in myriad delay issues due to travel
obstacles as well as manufacturing delays.
Some cable vendors manufacturing facilities
also had to shut down. Meanwhile, geo-politic
changes have moved the center of gravity
somewhat more East and South-ward.
“So that's been a bit of an issue in terms of
backing up what was already a big backlog of
builds that were necessary for the region. And
obviously, the geopolitics side has really
the industry and moved the center of gravity to
an extent, a little bit East and South.”
~ Paul Abfalter, Head of Global Wholesale at
Telstra
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Several interesting points was raised regarding common key challenges with regard to
growth in the carrier community. One of the main issues is capacity shortage due to the
global market situation, with build up of infrastructure being delayed. In order to meet this, it
is important to consider providers with diverse routing. For example, Telin’s IGGS and
Southeast Asia and the USA.
Meanwhile, globalization has accelerated as has digital business transformation. Companies
through automaton. In parallel, technology is evolving with AI and IoT coming into play and
driving network evolution. All of these rely of submarine cable connectivity as a foundation,
highlighting the critical role of submarine cables.
“So it's extremely important to not just look at
submarine as a capacity enabler, but also look
at it from the evolution of enabling, not just
global growth and globalization, but also
technology prints. So, as I said earlier, right, look
at all aspects of not just the technology and
architecture, but also the architectural
get out of it, how you operationally manage
that.”
~ Soman Venugopal, Director Customer
Experience – Service Providers APJC at Cisco
In addition, Azmal Yahya, EVP Carrier Enterprise at Telin, observed that in order to justify all
the infrastructure build, carriers and operators need to maximize their eyeballs through
partnerships with others.
the content providers. We don't want to build a cable system, but then suddenly it's empty.”
~ Azmal Yahya, Carrier Enterprise EVP at Telin
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mentioned in his presentation that APAC is a challenging region to build and operate subsea
as it is the worst area in the world for subsea cable cuts, partly because of shallow water
In addition, during 2020, various geopolitical issues came into play. As a result, the industry is
trying to add more capacity in the region but in the short term, there is a squeeze, despite
addition capacity that Telin added in Southeast Asia over the last couple of years.
Medium-term however, carriers and operators are starting to focus more on areas like Taiwan,
the Philippines, and even Australia in terms of new builds and cable landing stations.
“…we’ve had some geopolitical issues this year, which has made the direct Hong Kong-US
built down at the best of times. And certainly, we're doing a lot of heavy lifting on them now,
but we're a little bit behind the curve as an industry. I think in terms of predicting the rise of
their importance and a few of the other locations in the region as well.” ~ Paul Abfalter, Head
of Global Wholesale at Telstra

In facing all of these challenges, resilience is also important. Yahya said that Telin, for example,
invested in an alternate sea cable route through Singapore and Indonesia which then connects to the US, which is less prone to earthquakes and shipping cuts. This route is important
USA.
“Asia will be the highest potential area in the future, since population in Asia area large and
potential. Therefore, innovation and technology are the key.” ~ MT Suen, Team Lead
Submarine Cable Planning at China Mobile International Limited
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In addition, Telin also proactively partners with other players in the system to ensure that it
can serve its end customers and users optimally for the maximum number of eyeball.
Through this approach, Telin is better able to justify the challenges of trying to create or invest
in the new cable system.

“The main objective is actually to serve our end customers, our users, our
eyeballs, in that sense. And one of the main challenges there is to ensure
that we always keep the sidewalls and ensure that we keep those
eyeballs. Because again, we need to ensure that we invest correctly.
We need to partner, and that helps justify the challenges of trying to
alternative routing or wherever it may be.”
~ Azmal Yahya, Carrier Enterprise EVP at Telin
Watch the rest of the Panel Discussion & Knowledge Sharing Session on our Youtube Channel
[https://telin.me/telin-insights-3] or CC-Media Portal:
https://carriercommunity.com/cc-webinar-live-gallery/
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